2014

OUTLAW
TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR

X7

MORE WRAP. MORE VISION.

CHANGE LENSES IN LESS
THAN ONE SECOND

THE OUTLAW SYSTEM was launched in
2010 as an evolution to the successful
PILLA PUMA. The design directive was
to create a wide open visual experience.
The design vision dreamed up by the Pilla
engineers was the complete removal
of the front bar of the frame. Further,
the team did not want to lose the quick
changing efficiency of the patented SNAPTEC design of the PANTHER SERIES.

SHOOTING SPORTS

OUTLAW

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR

The original Outlaw design inverted the
front bar and placed the frame support
on the bottom of the lens. We called this
a tracer frame. The frame traced the bottom of the lens to provide structure to the
lens and incorporated the Snap-Tec lens
changing design.
The new generation Outlaw Series completely removes the entire front bar and
the tracer frame creating a completely
unobstructed view. The temples snap
directly to the temporal sides of the lens.
The Outlaw X7 offers a significant level of
wrap without any visual interruption of a
frame.

OUTLAW X7

The OUTLAW X7 series uses our patented
Snap-Tec system with 2 snaps for easy
removal and attachment of the lens.

The “Fork” temple can be manually formed
to the head. Bending the tips can be done
both vertically as well as horizontally.

BASE 7

The new Outlaw X7 incorporates our unique counter balancing temple
geometry to reduce all felt weight on the bridge of the nose.
The temples can be manually adjusted by forming the temple tips to contour
the shooters head. The better the form fit to the head, the better the counter
balance in weight distribution works.
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OUTLAW X7 -TAK KIT

TO BE SUPERIOR

OUTLAW X7

ENGINEERED

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR

ARCHERY

OUTLAW

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR

A State-of-the-art mechanically engineered Archery specific
frame geometry providing a customized fit. A fully adjustment
temple married to our patented snap-tech interchangeable
lens system. A completely unobstructed view of the target.

OUTLAW X7A

ENGINEERED FOR ARCHERY

NO VISUAL OBSTRUCTION

THE OUTLAW X7A FORK TEMPLE BALANCES THE
FRAME GEOMETRY PROVIDING A 50/50 weight
split. THIS removes felt bridge pressure
for a perfect fit.

SHOOTING SPORTS

OUTLAW

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR

RAM-AIR VENTING
MEGOL RUBBER VENTED BROW BAR
Increases flow of air on the backside of the
lens through a “Ram” effect by forcing air
down the backside of the lens.

2014 VIVX LENS PROGRAM

VIVX 3DHC KIT

THE WORLDS PREMIER
LIGHT MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY FOR MAXIMUM
FOCAL REGISTRATION IN HIGH DEFINITION
3D High Contrast Kit - 26ED, 54HC, 66N
VIVX RNK KIT

Renaissance Kit - 10ED, 36Max, 76HC
VIVX TAK KIT

TAK Kit - Target Acquisition Kit - 36Max, 44N, 76HC

PATENTED FORK TEMPLE GEOMETRY

2014 VIVX LENS PROGRAM
OUTLAW X7 Frame Systems

VIVX 2 lens Filtrations -

10ED, 26ED, 36Max, 46N, 54HC, 66N, 76HC
New For 2014

3D High Contrast Kit - 26ED, 54HC, 66N - 3D variable kit - Full sun balanced color, medium light producing rich contrast, a low light background neutralizer. The lenses
are extremely balanced in enhancing the color spectrum in the

22ED and 54HC. The 66N is a beautiful low light lens to kill green backgrounds and enhance target orange.

Renaissance Kit - 10ED, 36Max, 76HC - this kit offers the widest light management spectrum. The 10ED is an extreme full sun technology with a rich and vibrant color enhancing filtration. this is the very best full sun lens

Pilla has ever engineered. It is recommended for geographies that experience full sun a majority of the time. the 36max is a punchier
The 36max is a serious orange boost. A perfect kit for brighter geographies.

max technology pushing the visual part of the spectrum related to target orange.

TAK Kit - Target Acquisition Kit - 36Max, 44N, 76HC - This kit is perfect for the shooter looking for a light management

system for a geography that has varied lighting conditions but wants a more dominant increase in target orange with specific tools. the
higher enhancement of orange creates a visual system for quick target acquisition. the

36max is the brightest enhancement of target
44n is a background neutralizer for medium lighting but pushes orange generously. The 76HC is a special
low light lens but pushes target orange for quick visual registration in low light or foggy conditions.
orange on the market. the

